
Contact: 1-800-409-1070 or info@colorcord.com

Wrap Pendant
Price: $116   -   Item Number: LF-104-998

Overview

Bare Bulb Wrap Pendant LightIf you’re looking for 
an industrial take on the perfect blend of form and 
function, this exposed bulb pendant light is for you. 
Sleek and trendy, our bare bulb pendant light 
features a perfectly round light bulb (sold 
separately) hanging from premium cloth-covered 
electrical wire. With a section in the middle where 
the cord wraps around a metallic embellishment, 
you can adjust your fixture’s height and length ever-
so-slightly. Discover a fixture that you can modify to 
fit any space when you shop now!Available in four 
finishes, choose between raw aluminum, polished 
copper, black, and white for cord, ceiling mount, 
and socket. Are you looking to customize this piece 
a little more? Visit our pendant customization 
station to choose from nearly endless color 
combinations, light bulb styles, cord lengths, and 
more.Modern MinimalismAt Color Cord Company, 
we love this bare bulb pendant light because it’s the 
perfect example of our minimalist aesthetic. It’s also 
an easy-to-install piece that’s perfect for every 
project! From the largest office building to the 
smallest room in your home, our light fixtures are 
ideal for homeowners, interior designers, and DIY-
ers alike.Production and Shipping Lead TimesAll of 
our fixtures and custom items are handmade to 
order in 7-10 business days. Expedited production is 
available for a rush fee, if interested contact 
us. Shipping speed is separate from our production 
lead time, please allow additional time for delivery 
based on your selected service at the checkout. 
Expedited shipping speeds do not expedite 
production timelines. 

Technical Specs

UL listed 
 Max 60 watt with e26 bulb base 
 6 feet of cord included (adjustable) 
 Ceiling mount hardware included 
Swag hooks not included 
Wrap socket dimensions: 7 1/2" H x 1 3/4" W 

 5" Ceiling Canopy 
 Not compatible with shades 
Professional installation recommended 

 Fixtures are made to order and produced in an 
estimated 7-10 business days. Rush orders may 
be available for a fee. Contact us for more info.

 All custom configuration orders are final and are 
not eligible for return.

 Hand Assembled in Denver, CO


